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NOTES FOR THE CLOSING CANADIAN STATEMENT
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SECRETARY OF STATE FOR EXTERNAL AFFAIRS ,

TO THE MEETING OF THE CONFERE'NCE ON SECURITY AND COOPERATION IN EUROPE

IN BELGRADE, MARCH 9, 1978

When our meeting began its work here last October, our agenda
contained two main items, which were logically linked to each other .
The first was to hold a careful and objective review of the current state
of implementation of the Final Act . The second was to consider new
proposals designed not to re-write the Final Act, but to deepen our
collective commitment to its purposes and to improve the quality o f

our performance . We successfully pursued the first objective by holding
a wide-ranging, frank and honest review of implementation . Even if a
real dialogue was never achieved between us, the course of our deliberations
showed clearly how much still remained to be done . It is all the more
unfortunate that we seemingly failed to realize the negative impact
resulting f rom the shortcomings of incomplete implementation and the

effect such gaps may have on future expectations and achievement . This

is evident from the minimal document with which we conclude our meeting .
It is a source of disappointment to my Government that this document
does not reflect the vital substantive concerns of participating States,
in that we could not agree to express the need for more positive and
constructive efforts so as to make the Final Act a more vital and
dynamic part of the relationships between us .

It is regrettable that we could not even agree on a factual
account for the public record . Public opinion in our countries has a
right to expect some commonly agreed assessment of how the Final Act
has been implemented and how we propose to meet the commitments we have
made in the period that lies ahead . Unfortunately they will not get
this . Instead, the meeting has produced only a document reflecting
lowest common denominators . We would have hoped that the two and a
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